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As I was preparing these remarks I wondered what new events might require me to revise them, 
given that we have been living through a season of anger and protests, ever new revelations of 
police brutality (and the revisiting of old revelations), the murder of police officers right here on 
the streets of New York in what appeared at first blush to be a racially-motivated ambush, the 
spotlight directed once more, as well, on the myriad social ills that still plague so-called 
communities of color, especially African-American communities, and the heightened awareness 
that the problem of race in America has not been adequately addressed but rather has been 
relegated to a bottom drawer of American social and political discourse, along with other 
unpleasant problems with which we have not yet figured out how to deal.  

So here we are. It’s the first Sunday of 2015, not of 1965, but the subject is very familiar. 

It is not that the problem of race is back. It never left. Ultimately, I figured that whatever new 
event might spring up between the day I started to write my remarks and today did not much 
matter; it would be just one more paragraph or sentence in an old volume, part of a centuries-
old and sorry tale.   

It was Thomas Jefferson, borrowing the expression from ancient sources, who wrote, in an 1820 
letter to Maine representative John Holmes (concerning the Missouri Compromise), that, with 
respect to slavery, the nation had a “wolf by the ear”; it could not hold on forever but it dare not 
let it go. Ultimately, of course, it did let go, though it would not be during Jefferson’s presidency, 
but rather Lincoln’s. A primary but certainly not the only reason for the American Civil War was 
the moral contradiction and hypocrisy of slavery and all that attended it, something to which 
Jefferson alluded in his letter to Holmes. Letting go of the wolf’s ear sent the new country into 
spasms and convulsions. In the process of setting the wolf free, the wolf delivered savage bites 
to its former handler, and it inflicted grave wounds that could very well have ended the American 
experiment, not even one hundred years old. The wolf, of course, was the slave system, not 
merely slaves, and the bites that would attend the release of the wolf's ear would result in 
national trauma – national trauma that would attend coming to terms with the deep immorality 
of slavery and the guilt and recriminations that would need to be managed in its wake. The wolf 
was also the deep social, economic and psychological investment in the slave system, and, in 
addition, it was the coming to terms with the ugly fact that the country (which was supposed to 
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be a shining “city on a hill,” in the words of the Puritan John Winthrop, from his 1630 sermon “A 
Model of Christian Charity”) was built around the notion of inferior and superior peoples, peoples 
parsed into races (and I include here, of course, First Nations peoples, who were the subject of 
wholesale efforts of eradication by European -- let's face it -- occupiers). 

Upon the slave body was an indelible, inert natural fact turned into a symbol that would indicate 
both social status and condition of servitude, and it would also be the constant marker of the 
moral perversity of those who created or invented, out of what nature had given to a whole 
population, a sign of that population’s degradation – brown skin, and other morally irrelevant 
phenotypic expressions of hair, lips, hips that differed from the phenotypes found in European 
populations, at least generally speaking. The dark body, like the light body, inert in its moral 
meaning, was given a moral meaning by and through the slave trade and the slave system. The 
meaning was anything but salutary, but rather it was to become the indelible sign of a form of 
humanity that was destined to be tainted and inferior by the lights of the European. The slave 
system lasted so long that the notion of the degraded state of the dark body had time to become 
deeply embedded into the American social imaginary, and into the consciousness of generation 
upon generation of citizens and denizens. (By “social imaginary” I mean the common lens, 
including the society’s myths of origin and destiny, by which that society comes to understand 
itself and set its plans for the future.)  Thus, the appearance of a dark body in positions of 
authority and power would cause psychic shock and disorientation, even violent reactions. Such 
shock, disorientation and violent reactions would be expressed in various forms of American 
apartheid. Dark bodies were not welcomed in what were claimed as bastions of white civilization 
and privilege. To the extent that dark bodies had to be accommodated in such bastions, they 
would be admitted only upon the imposition of various conditions – the accompaniment of a 
white handler or supervisor, entry through the rear of the building or home, seating in the back 
row so that white speakers and preachers would not be forced to gaze upon dark faces.  The 
screeds and the assaults on dark bodies continued on well past the ending of the slave system 
and Reconstruction. In Senator Jesse Helms’s (N.C.) masterful and diabolical race-bating Senate 
campaign against Harvey Gantt (1990), we saw it; in George H.W. Bush’s presidential campaign 
against Michael Dukakis (1988) we saw it in the form of the Willie Horton ad – Horton’s dark face 
plastered on TV screens across the country to play to white fears of black criminality and 
proximity to black debasement; and we see it even now in the screeds about and against Barack 
Obama, the "monkey" president, a natural terrorist who, as the conservative author Dinesh 
D’Souza has it, has a secret bond with Kenya, and a secret plan to undermine America –  the black 
“Manchurian Candidate,” driven by his secret anti-colonialism (as though, in this millennium 
anyone should be for colonialism; Dinesh D’Souza’s limbless views and wacky analyses seem to 
have few constraints, but he, ironically, a dark man himself, found a nice niche from which to 
project his Indian middle-class sensibilities (there is a backstory to D’Souza’s political 
commitments as told in a 2010 edition of The Economist, under the heading “Obama 
Derangement Syndrome,” but I shall have to save that for another time), and at the same time 
get paid by reactionary publications to provide comfort to those who would never let him marry 
into their families).  
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The psychology of Americans was shaped around political documents by which the country 
claimed for itself high political and ethical ideals, and the grotesque system of chattel slavery flew 
in the face of all of those ideals. As is typical in times of severe cognitive and moral dissonance, 
denial and rationalization are the first places of psychic refuge. The primary denial, and its trace 
is with us to this day, is that dark African and Native American bodies are not fully human bodies, 
and so the minds that they contain, so to speak, are inherently inferior. The denial, the 
justification, for what Europeans had done to Africans and to Native Americans (as well as others, 
including the Chinese), was to spin a story of their inherent inferiority. Darker bodies were 
degraded, spoken of as earthy, filled with animality (closer to the inanimate forces of the earth) 
rather than mind (which is closer to the divine, to God), emotion rather than intellect, passion 
and unrestrained libido rather than reason and probity. In the height of the various European 
Enlightenments (in England, in Germany, in Scotland, in France), with high culture’s movement 
away from spiritualism (the Church) and emotion and toward the methods of science and the 
hallowing of hard facts (hallmarks of enlightenment, by the way, that were alive in the Arab 
world, in China and in India, long before Francis Bacon or Novalis or Schopenhauer were even 
born), to be deemed a member of a race that is deficient in reason, that is emotional, susceptible 
to the denigrated “superstitions” of religion, was justification enough for contempt and 
separation. The dark body, this animal body that had the audacity to stand up on two legs like 
paler men and women, would have to be held apart, or it would pollute all white projects of uplift 
and progress, and could even pollute white blood through wonton acts of lust uninvited, as the 
mythology would have it, by the white wombs into which the dark seeds might be injected.  

Such thinking pervaded some of the icons of the various European Enlightenments, 
including David Hume, GWF Hegel, and even Immanuel Kant who once said that anything that 
came from the mouth of a black man had to be, for that reason alone, stupid. (Kant’s specific 
quote, as retold by the late philosopher Emmanuel Eze in his very useful work, Race and the 
Enlightenment, was “The fellow was quite black . . . a clear proof that what he said was stupid.”) 
In Hegel’s Philosophy of History, history unfolds by and through the operations of world “Spirit,” 
Hegel’s word for the rationality infused in and expressed through nature by human beings, and 
especially the great men of history. But Spirit, according to Hegel, never visited the continent of 
Africa in any appreciable way, and was no part of the movement of history toward greater 
understanding and greater freedom. Hegel concluded all of this from his armchair in Berlin. He 
informs us that (and this is not the worst of it): 

 
The peculiarly African character is difficult to comprehend, for the very reason that in 
reference to it, we must quite give up the principle which naturally accompanies all our 
ideas – the category of Universality. In Negro life the characteristic point is the fact that 
consciousness has not yet attained to the realization of any substantial objective existence 
– as for example, God, or Law – in which the interest of man’s volition is involved and in 
which he realizes his own being. This distinction between himself as an individual and the 
universality of his essential being, the African in the uniform, undeveloped oneness of his 
existence has not yet attained; so that the Knowledge of an absolute Being, an Other and 
a Higher than his individual self, is entirely wanting. The Negro, as already observed, 
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exhibits the natural man in his completely wild and untamed state. We must lay aside all 
thought of reverence and morality – all that we call feeling – if we would rightly 
comprehend him; there is nothing harmonious with humanity to be found in this type of 
character. The copious and circumstantial accounts of Missionaries completely confirm 
this, and Mahommedanism [that is, Islam] appears to be the only thing which in any way 
brings the Negroes within the range of culture. 

Thus Hegel, the thinker who gave Karl Marx his ideas about the dialectical operations of history, 
wrote the African out of history almost entirely. His views would contribute to the apologia for 
vicious forms of racism to follow, for his Philosophy of History (completely devoid of any 
references to the accomplishments of the African civilizations of Ghana, Mali, Great Zimbabwe, 
the Songhai Empire of the Sahel, of the theocentric religions of sub-Saharan African peoples who 
did indeed have notions of God, and forms of anthropology that included all men and women, 
not merely those of specific tribes or clans) conveniently bypassed the African, the Arab, 
and American native peoples to place Europeans at the pinnacle of civilization – European 
peoples, who would come, in the 20th century, to give us butcheries on an order that the world 
had never seen –  butcheries, in part, made possible by a sense of superiority enabled by the very 
thinkers we read and study as the models of rationality and civilization. Is it any wonder why 
blacks rebelled against such indoctrination? 

The philosopher David Hume, a key figure of the Scottish Enlightenment and a contemporary and 
friend of political economist Adam Smith and with whom Smith shared insights, was in fact an 
inveterate racist, so much so that he was castigated by one of his fellow philosophers, James 
Beattie, of the Common-Sense school of philosophy, for believing racial claptrap and for justifying 
his racism through extremely poor arguments and a complete lack of empirical evidence. Hume 
wrote, in his essay “Of National Characters”: 

I am apt to suspect the negroes to be naturally inferior to the whites. There scarcely ever 
was a civilized nation of that complexion, nor any individual, eminent either in action or 
speculation. No ingenious manufactures amongst them, no arts, no sciences ... [T]here 
are Negroe slaves dispersed all over Europe, of whom none ever discovered any 
symptoms of ingenuity. 

Given Beattie’s fatal critique of Hume’s racism, I and many other philosophers have been forced 
to wonder just where else Hume has run off the rails intellectually. Of course, we wonder the 
same about Kant and Hegel, and many others. Hume, like Kant and Hegel, spun an anthropology 
and typology of races that placed whites (or so-called Caucasians, by some) at the pinnacle, with 
all other so-called races occupying positions beneath them.  

Of course, the list of denigrators of dark bodies and minds is much longer than the few names I 
just referenced. It includes Thomas Jefferson himself, who held that the difference between races 
is fixed in nature, and it includes Louis Agassiz of Harvard, a zoologist who hailed from Switzerland 
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and challenged certain of Darwin’s notions about evolution. Of Agassiz, scholar Louis Menand 
tells us, in his best-selling book The Metaphysical Club: 

 
It was . . . in Philadelphia, [that Agassiz] . . . had come into contact with actual Negroes for 
the first time in his life. “All the servants at the hotel I stayed in [Agassiz wrote] were men 
of color. I scarcely dare tell you the painful impression I received, so contrary was the 
sentiment they inspired in me to our ideas of the fraternity of humankind and the unique 
origin of our species. But,” he says, “truth before all”: As much as I try to feel pity at the 
sight of this degraded and degenerate race, as much as their fate fills me with compassion 
in thinking of them as really men, it is impossible for me to repress the feeling that they 
are not of the same blood as us. Seeing their black faces with their fat lips and their 
grimacing teeth, the wool on their heads, their bent knees, their elongated hands, their 
large curved fingernails, and above all the livid color of their palms, I could not turn my 
eyes from their face in order to tell them to keep their distance, and when they advanced 
that hideous hand toward my plate to serve me, I wished I could leave in order to eat a 
piece of bread apart rather than dine with such service. What unhappiness for the white 
race to have tied its existence so closely to that of the negroes in certain countries! God 
protect us from such contact! 

“Truth before all,” said Agassiz. Indeed. And so that motto cuts both ways. In America, I hardly 
need to recount the treatment of African slaves. Denied the use of their own languages, the 
practice of their own religions, denied the proper ritual of actual marriage, beaten, indoctrinated 
for hundreds of years in the supposed truth of their own inferiority, the women subject to rape 
by their masters while their men and the fathers of their children were rendered powerless to 
stop the savage and degrading assaults, both sexes brutalized physically and verbally, their 
children sold off in the night to other supposed owners miles away never to see their parents and 
siblings again in life, constant derision and degradation in the public squares, naked buttocks and 
breasts handled and teeth displayed on auction blocks to confirm good health and readiness to 
work – this was what Africans have endured in America. And at the same time, Africans were 
subjected to the further degradation of having to adopt the culture, language, style of dress, and 
religion of their masters and enemies. In more recent years, resistance to this degradation gave 
rise to various black movements, including the Black Arts Movement, the Harlem Renaissance, 
Alain Locke’s The New Negro, the Nation of Islam, and even, arguably, Hip Hop culture itself. 

The wolf, having been freed, would come to morph into something else. It would become the 
spider, and the spider would spin a web of intricate and viscid threads that would hold all of the 
ghastly happenings of history in a constant Now – a Now in which we are still living. The racial 
typology thus in place and that would come to be defended by the new pseudo-sciences of race 
that led to the rise of scientific racism and eugenics, would become entrenched. The notion that 
separation was necessary to stave off the pollution of white blood, was given new strength. 
Slavery being finished, new justifications for separation were needed, justification that would 
cover over the moral horror that slavery was. Enter the Black Codes and then Jim Crow, that 
controlled the movements of dark bodies, stereotypes and wicked contortions of the dark bodies 
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in print and other media, such as the Sambo, the Picanniny, the Coon, and the sexless Mamie and 
daft darky as depicted in Margaret Mitchell’s Gone With the Wind and in D.W. Griffith’s Birth of 
a Nation, were unleashed on black psychologies, as well as on white psychologies. The Black 
Codes and, of course, had to be enforced. They were enforced by police power, the power of the 
state, which is as close to the power of God as you get on earth, for the state is virtually 
omnipotent. “Niggers” who found themselves in the wrong part of town, on the wrong day or at 
the wrong time of day, would be among the disappeared, hauled off, with no notification to 
family or friends, to serve on chain gangs, or to suffer other fates. Fear governed black life under 
these post-slavery and post-reconstruction conditions. To be among the disappeared, or among 
the dead, was something that could happen in an instant – one furtive glance by a black man at 
a white woman, one off-tone or annoyed response to a white man or woman walking down the 
street could end in broken bones or death. Thus was the dark body and the dark mind tightly 
controlled. And in the cauldron of those bodies and minds boiled hatreds, suspicions, lowered 
expectations, and the devaluation of their own lives. Thus was set in motion, among blacks, deep 
self-hatred and self-doubt about worthiness to succeed, even to claim political and human rights. 
Blacks and whites both learned to “know their place,” and to step out of one’s place would always 
bring trouble. 

* * * 

I was born in 1962, at the very tail end of the official Jim Crow years. Unofficial Jim Crow 
continues, of course. It would live on through the ‘60s, ‘70s, ‘80s, ‘90s, and into the new 
millennium. “The truth before all,” said Agassiz. The efforts to keep dark bodies in their place 
abound. There is still steering and other forms of discrimination in housing, in employment, in 
promotion. For generations, credit has been denied to perfectly qualified black applicants, and 
redlining corralled blacks into virtual ghettoes in which, already suffering the effects of the 
history I have just sketched, anomic forces linked with white racism to tear at communal bonds 
and communal values. In those ghettoes, basic services were denied, and blacks, being rendered 
largely politically impotent by the history I just sketched, would be wan in demanding them. 
Many of the suburbs of the country are segregated down racial lines. Long Island, where I live, is 
near the top of the list. It was said in the 1960s that one of the most segregated hours of the 
week is 11 o’clock on Sunday mornings. It still is. Much of this segregation is due to overt and 
covert forms of racism, but not only this. Segregation has been such a part of the fabric of 
America’s history that many simply abandon efforts to reverse it, and so they, blacks and whites, 
self-segregate, not necessarily because of racial animus but simply out of fatigue or the assumed 
futility of efforts to change things, or because of suspicions that The Other harbors latent racial 
bias or anger that simply has not yet surfaced, or because of fear of the racial minefields that 
may be inadvertently stepped upon.    

What does all of this have to do with Ferguson and the death of Eric Garner, with the ongoing 
brutality against dark bodies? Without understanding what I just recounted one cannot 
understand Ferguson and Garner or that brutality, or for that matter the antipodal perceptions 
following the O.J. Simpson murder trial verdict, anti-snitching codes in poor communities that 
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dark bodied-people call home, and many other situations, events, and phenomena that take 
place across the country, some of which seem to defy reason but are based upon a set of 
conditions and upon a history that functions according to their own rationalities, rationalities 
that operate beneath the superficial observations that abound. Those who assert that all the tale 
of woe that I recounted is ancient history must remember that there are millions of people living 
now who remember being called a nigger (I was called a Schwartze, a “blackie” in German, while 
jogging in my own Suffolk country neighborhood just a few years ago) or who have friends who 
have been, or recall having accommodations denied to them after a wearying journey on an 
American highway (both in the North and in the South), or watching their own friends beaten by 
police and bitten by police dogs as they marched for their human and civil rights. Ask our own 
Rev. Dick Leonard if Selma is ancient history! He is here now, and he was there then! It was 
William Faulkner who said that “History isn’t was, but is,” and by that he meant that the historical 
events of the distant past have left their imprint on what we call the present. The present is not 
sui generis, sealed off in a now that has no truck with the discourses, institutions, beliefs, and 
events that came before. For better or for worse, we are embedded in history, and our plans and 
hopes start from what history has given us to work with, even if we consider ourselves mavericks 
or of the avant-garde. 

Part of that history is the mythology and social imaginary of white purity, white goodness. The 
mythology of purity and goodness run deep, and they are not entirely dissimilar to the extreme 
versions that were rife in the Germany of the 1930s and 1940s. As Susan Sontag wrote in the 
1970s in a famous essay in the New York Review of Books, facing down the aesthetic examplars 
of Leni Riefenstal,  

But fascist art has characteristics which show it to be, in part, a special variant of 
totalitarian art. The official art of countries like the Soviet Union and China is based on a 
utopian morality. Fascist art displays a utopian aesthetics—that of physical perfection. 
Painters and sculptors under the Nazis often depicted the nude, but they were forbidden 
to show any bodily imperfections. Their nudes look like pictures in male health magazines: 
pinups which are both sanctimoniously asexual and (in a technical sense) pornographic, 
for they have the perfection of a fantasy. 

Yearnings for perfection and for purity run them together. The notions of perfection and purity 
are at the root of all racisms (though they do not exhaust the complexities of racism), whether it 
is the racism of the Japanese, of the European, or of the Arab, or, indeed, of the African. First you 
establish an ideal, an ideal that just happens to correspond with what you are, you ignore 
inconvenient facts about your ideal, and then you propagate that ideal, breathe into it social 
power and vitality, make it the summum bonum to be emulated and pursued. And once that is 
done, you point out, with great zeal, how others do not meet it, and so must be kept apart, or 
persecuted, or both. The myth of purity and the creation of the mythic archetype is found in all 
cultures. Moses, as the tradition tells us, set apart the Hebrews from all the other nations, and 
forbade social, cultural and sexual intercourse with them. Nehemiah, in a vicious act to maintain 
the mythic purity of the Jews returning to Jerusalem after Babylonian captivity, ordered that 
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those who married into other ethnic groups must abandon their spouses and even children, for 
Israel must be pure. Many of the Levitical laws of the Torah are about separation and purity. Time 
does not permit me to provide the countless examples of human communities and ethnies 
attempting, through even vicious means, to maintain purity, where the impure, the dirt, is 
represented in the bodies of those outside the group.   

I have objections to the slogan “Black Lives Matter” – a slogan that has become popular to use 
against hundreds (and, if one includes what happens inside of America’s prisons, tens of 
thousands) of instances of brutality by officers charged with enforcing the laws of the land. My 
principal objections to the slogan I don’t have time to discuss this morning. But one problematic 
thing about the slogan, when read as a simple sentence rather than as an assertion, is that black 
lives in fact do not matter, at least not in the way that white lives do. They do not matter because 
of a history that has made it clear that they do not. Such is understood when fathers and mothers 
counsel their dark children to be wary of the police, just as the New York City mayor has 
counseled his darker son. History punches through the desiderata and wishful thinking. These 
parents know that their sons’ and daughters’ lives, in the eyes of many, and many who wear blue 
and gray and beige uniforms, do not matters. Those sons and daughters are part of narrative 
about purity, desert, pathology, success, national pride, in which dark bodies are vectors of 
degradation and perversity and failure, are ugly and scandalous. This is why no amount of money 
or education or accomplishments can save a dark body from what may be waiting around the 
next corner, not merely among those with bright bodies, but among other dark-bodied people 
who have, quite naturally, succumbed to the power of the myth – those dark-bodied youth, for 
example, who are quick to shoot and kill other dark-bodied youth on the assumption that, 
indeed, black lives most certainly do not matter. The brains in dark heads have so long marinated 
in the mythology that they see the early deaths of other dark-bodied people as simply part of the 
order of things, as natural. As was claimed by a dark-skinned little girl a few years ago when she 
declared that “marriage is for white people,” so it is understood among many people with darker 
skins, thicker lips, broader hips, woolier hair, that longevity is for white people, as morbidity is 
for blacks. I sometimes think that levels of obesity in the black community, as well as other 
measures of health, are worse not only because of discrepancies in the delivery of health services 
(which is part of both structural and overt racism), but because of a feeling that longevity is for 
white people which, perhaps, just maybe, links with a desire, deep within the unconscious mind, 
to be free of the daily assaults, of many forms, that come against darker bodies. How does the 
old spiritual go? - “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot / Comin’ for to carry me home.” It is a yearning to 
be unburdened by a certain kind of life, the life lived in a dark body in a world that, in the past 
few hundred years, has made them the focal point of derision.    

* * * 

How do we get out of this mess? I’m sorry to have to tell you that, in my view, the prognosis is 
grim. That is, unless we go radical. As a man of faith, I’m all for going radical. How about you? 
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We can start by cutting the strands of the spider's web. The first strand is the mythology that 
there are races. One does not find those who explode the fiction of witchcraft disputing the 
efficacy of potions and incantations one by one, but one goes to the root of the fiction – there 
are no magical powers that can be summoned through potions and incantations, and there is no 
class of persons adept at such conjuring. Go to the root, take out the foundation, explode the 
premises, and the edifice of the supernatural fictions, in time, collapses. Among those who are 
engaged in antiracism work I rarely hear the fact that there are no races take central place, 
though such is a scientific fact. Words are given meaning by the life we breathe into them, and 
we breathe life into them by using them. White, Black, Yellow, Mulatto, Red-Skin, Mixed-Race – 
the typology of race is kept alive when we assume that such words point to something real in 
nature, rather than merely fraught concepts that should be crushed under the feet of 
thinking people. So long as we continue to speak of whites, and blacks, and mixed-race people 
as though they are real, natural kinds, we will remain mired in invidious racial discourses. The 
shapes of lips, of hair, of hips will be thought to attend certain kinds of people, kinds parsed under 
racial headings. Nothing good has ever come from such parsing, even where one understands 
that race has no scientific basis but is a social construction. Obviously it is a social construction, 
and a potent one indeed, but that does not mean it needs to stay one. A few years ago, in a piece 
I contributed to an anthology on race, I wrote: 

I am in the camp that thinks that whatever work race does it has compiled more minuses 
than pluses on its score card. It has served as the basis for invidious social strife and 
murder; it has divided families, poisoned the flowering of possible and actual friendships 
and love relationships; it has imbued certain cultures with a false sense of absolute 
superiority and others with the bitter taste of imputed inferiority. It divides neighborhoods 
and cities down factitious lines of demarcation. It has been used to defer dreams and 
stultify plans, hopes and prospects. It has been used to limit the life opportunities of 
countless millions of children by distorting their self-images. In short, it has done the same 
kind of damage as (less complex) cultural inflations, such as nationalism and tribalism, but 
with less to show for itself in terms of salutary productions than the basic notion of nation 
or tribe has been able to show. 

Yet, the conundrum is that we must attack the problem using the categories, the racial categories 
that is, in which the problem was incubated. There can be no claim of colorblindness, and yet we 
must still call out the fiction that is race. The way to end the nightmares that racial thinking and 
racism have caused requires mindful, intentional engagement. The coward's way out is attrition. 
We must love our way out of the mire. We must cut the strands of the web through love-acts of 
social engagement. We must be willing to take risks; risks of moving into and socializing with one 
another; of standing up for the rights of those who are abused and, sometimes, murdered. We 
must forge friendships with those who are outside of our so-called racial group, religious group, 
class. We must stop quoting Dr. King and become Dr. King. We can only end this if we do our 
religious duty. And on the subject of duty, I seem to always return to the words of James Baldwin, 
one of my heroes: 
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If we — and now I mean the relatively conscious whites and the relatively conscious blacks, 
who must, like lovers, insist on, or create, the consciousness of the others— do not falter 
in our duty now, we may be able, handful that we are, to end the racial nightmare, and 
achieve our country, and change the history of the world. If we do not now dare 
everything, the fulfillment of that prophecy, re-created from the Bible in song by a slave, 
is upon us: God gave Noah the rainbow sign, No more water, the fire next time! 

Before I close, I want to say a few words about the responsibility of African Americans, 
specifically, to understand that we are the agents of our own destiny. The horrible history just 
sketched does not lift from us the responsibility to change the conditions of our lives. Agency and 
choice are sine qua nons of our humanity. To believe otherwise is as corrosive and dehumanizing 
as the imputation of inferiority from outside of our communities; to believe otherwise turns us 
into objects, tossed about by fate and chance. We are, once again, faced with a very odd and 
Herculean task, a contortionist’s task – the task of forging democratic inclusion, of finally ending 
discrimination and invidious forms of segregation, while developing the tools of what Stokely 
Carmichael called "Black Power." How odd to invoke that slogan in 2015. How necessary! That 
task is not the task of marches, appeals, and protests alone, though they have their place. It is 
the task of pooling resources, insisting upon standards and results, and moving in concert to undo 
centuries of degradation. If blacks fare poorly on just about every social metric – from health, to 
scholastic achievement, to net worth – and if such faring is the result of being a unique target of 
history, then blacks must think about acting in concert, once again, as a people, however 
anachronistic the notion may strike one. Blacks must form a pragmatic covenant among 
ourselves and act upon that pragmatic covenant, must end our decades of dissipation and me-
ism and the pursuit of the mere veneers of success, and come home, so to speak, in a sort of 
Nehemiah venture of our own, but one without scorn for the “nations” around us in a bid for 
some sort of fictional purity. I see no other way to end the failure of our communities, for to 
expect others to do for us that which we must do for ourselves is a foolish expectation indeed. 
At the same time in that pragmatic solidarity, loving ourselves more does not mean loving others 
less, does not mean abandoning the democratic and cosmopolitan goals and ideals of our country 
– goals and ideals which I, personally, shall never abandon. 

Blackness and Whiteness are but cruel fictions, foolish human inventions, but here we are. Such 
foolish inventions have swayed the future. And captured within this fiction, it is our children who 
are dying in the streets. It is our families, generally speaking, who have been abandoned by their 
fathers. It is our sons and daughters who suffer inferior public education due to structural racism. 
The time for mere supplication and appeals is over. Now is the time for demands, but the 
demands that must be made must be made to ourselves. It is time, again, for an old slogan – 
Black Power, not accompanied by an angry fist held in the air (although the anger can never truly 
abate), but Black Power means quiet power, the power of pooled resources, of community 
building (house by house, and block by block), of embracing each young life as our own charges 
to whatever degree we can. Now is the time for the power of love, of which The New Black Power 
must be rooted.  The way we end the brutalization of dark bodies, whether by police or markets, 
is to become a force with which to be reckoned, and for those who abuse you to understand that 
there will be a price to be paid for such abuse.  
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Sure, those of us who made it up and out of the worst conditions could march forward to our 
own individual successes. But when so many are locked into pitiful conditions of poverty, 
incarceration, mis-education, mediocrity, powerlessness, and who see naught but a future that 
holds only more of the same, how can we? The facts are difficult to bear. The road ahead may be 
intricate and dangerous. The New Black Power, which will be a quiet power, will have to face 
them. Love requires it. To that end, I am calling for A Covenant Movement, the details of which 
neither time nor suitability permit me to explicate here. But without a national movement of 
covenant, of pragmatic covenant, through which black agency is focused on black social ills and 
with the goal of black social success, I fear that millions will be and will remain lost, their sweet 
juices dried up to dust on the vine of life. 

______________________________   

www.davidemcclean.us 

My books: www.pickeringchatto.com/rorty - www.pickeringchatto.com/wallstreet or 
www.amazon.com/author/davidemcclean    
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